Airflow Switches

FEATURES

DETERMINATOR KIT

- 8 air velocity ratings
- Interchangeable actuating vanes
- Weight: 4.5 oz (0.13 Kg)
- SPDT 5 amp 250 VAC
- Mounts on round and flat ducts with single screw
- Life expectancy – 500,000 Operations

In order to determine the best sensitivity rating (that is,
vane type number) of the Rotron model 2C airflow switch
required for any application, use the Rotron “Determinator
Kit”. The kit consists of a model 2C switch together with a
complete set of 8 actuating vanes. By interchanging these
vanes on the switch it is possible to quickly determine which
vane size has the sensitivity rating required in any particular
experimental set-up.

APPLICATION

APPLICATION NOTES

The Rotron model 2C airflow switch is actuated by air
velocity rather than air pressure. It is designed for easy
mounting on the outside of an air duct with a small lightweight
stainless steel vain protruding through a hole in the duct into the
airstream. A snap action switch is actuated when the velocity
pressure against the vane moves it in the direction of the air
flow. As the velocity of the airstream decreases the vane
moves back towards its original position and the switch
deactuates.
The switch can be used as an interlock for on-off purposes or
as a marginal safety device where the electrical contacts are
operated at a predetermined minimum flow air. The switch is
designed for commercial application but has been used
satisfactorily on certain military projects. Its acceptability on
military projects is left to the evaluation of the purchaser.

In order to select the proper rating of a velocity operating
switch, it is necessary to determine the velocity of the air in
the duct at the point of insertion of the switch. This can be
done by experiment or calculation. The cubic feet per minute
(CFM) value of air which passes through the duct is a volume
figure and should not be confused with the ft/min. value which
is a velocity figure. The relation is:

Ambient temperature range of -40 ° C to +85 ° C.

Whereby the area is expressed in square feet. Therefore, if
the CFM delivery of the fan or blower can be estimated
accurately, the air velocity in the duct at the point of insertion
can be calculated.

ELECTRICAL RATING

CONSTRUCTION

The contact arrangement of the switch is single pole double
throw. No other contacts are available. An opening or closing
contact can therefore be obtained when the switch actuates.
The UL recognized component rating is 5 amps at 250 volt
AC. The life expectancy of the contacts at this full load figure is
500,000 operations.

- Switch frame and cover are made of aluminum
- Actuating arm and lightweight vane are made of stainless
steel
- The snap action switch mechanism is housed in a
phenolic enclosure
- Solder terminals of silver plated brass
- The spring material in the switch is stainless steel and the
remaining contacts are of silver alloy
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